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Marine natural products are considered one of the main sources of compounds for drug development. Starfish and sea

cucumbers are potential sources of natural products of pharmaceutical interest. Among their metabolites, polar steroids,

triterpene glycosides, and polar lipids have attracted a great deal of attention.
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1. Introduction

The emergence of novel diseases and resistant forms of known diseases in recent years and the emergence of multidrug-

resistant pathogens has led to a renewed interest in the exploration of new sources of bioactive compounds. The sea

environment possesses extraordinary ecological variety, and its inhabitants exhibit enormous biochemical diversity. At

present, over 29,000 marine natural products have been discovered . To date, several dozen marine natural

products or their derivatives have been approved as therapeutic agents or are undergoing Phase III, II, or I drug

development . As the biodiversity of marine organisms is higher than that of terrestrial plants and animals, and as only a

minor portion of metabolites present in marine species has been studied, it can be assumed that the number of new

marine compounds will continue to increase, providing new therapeutic alternatives.

Marine invertebrates have long been considered an inexhaustible source of novel natural products. Although Porifera and

Cnidaria are the two major sources of new marine natural products, Echinodermata is viewed as another abundant source

of new bioactive compounds. Over the past five years, just over two hundred new compounds have been isolated from

echinoderms . The phylum Echinodermata includes about 7500 species found in all seas at every depth, from

intertidal to abyssal, and in all ecosystems, from coral reefs to shallow shores. Echinoderms are divided into five different

taxonomic classes, including Asteroidea (starfish) and Holothuroidea (sea cucumbers).

Starfish and sea cucumbers are extensively employed in traditional medicine, being a rich source of bioactive compounds.

Several starfish species are used to treat rheumatism or as tonics in traditional Chinese medicine . Sea cucumbers

are one of the most valuable aquaculture species in China, Korea, and Japan, as well as other countries, where they are

used as functional foods. Traditional medicine in China and other countries in Asia and the Middle East uses sea

cucumbers widely to treat a broad range of diseases, including asthma, arthritis, hypertension, and kidney disease .

Unique pharmacological properties, including anticancer, antioxidant, antithrombotic, and immunostimulating activities,

among others, are associated with bioactive starfish and sea cucumber compounds . Moreover, the

secondary metabolites of sea cucumbers affect the biological clock and circadian rhythm of lipid metabolism , reduce

fat accumulation , and protect against high fat diet-induced metabolic disorders in mice . Extracts of certain

specimens may accelerate wound healing and tissue regeneration .

The distinctive chemical composition of starfish and sea cucumbers seems to be the main reason for these beneficial

properties. Starfish and sea cucumbers are high in valuable nutrients such as vitamins, minerals, and metabolites such as

peptides, sterols, phenolics, sphingolipids, glycosaminoglycans, sulfated polysaccharides, and lectins . Among these

compounds the most exciting are unique polar steroid compounds and triterpene glycosides, which are characteristic of

starfish and sea cucumbers. These compounds have unusual chemical structures and demonstrate a variety of biological

effects, such as cytotoxic, antifungal, antiviral, antibacterial, anti-inflammatory, analgesic, ichthyotoxic, hemolytic, anti-

biofouling, anticancer, immunomodulating, and neuritogenic actions .

Secondary metabolites are usually present in the extracts of starfish and sea cucumbers as complex mixtures of very

similar compounds. Conventional methods for the structural one of bioactive compounds are usually time-consuming and
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labor-intensive procedures that include the isolation of individual compounds by a combination of chromatographic

techniques and structure elucidation through a combination of different methods . The final structure confirmation of a

new compound is always performed with a set of independent methods, such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)

spectroscopy, mass spectrometry (MS), or other analytical methods and chemical transformation. Despite the

instrumentation developments of recent years, the analysis of bioactive natural compounds using conventional

approaches remains a challenging task due to the difficulty of isolating individual compounds from fractions consisting of

many components and with high chemical diversity covering a broad concentration range. As a result, only certain

compounds can be described; overall, the entire metabolite pool remains poorly studied.

At present, modern mass spectrometry techniques are widely employed for the identification and structural analysis of

novel natural compounds . Hyphenated techniques combining various separation methods with mass

spectrometry are applied for metabolomic and target profiling and allow for the characterization of compounds in complex

mixtures extracted from biological material. Different MS-imaging techniques precisely localize and quantify the

metabolites in tissues . Recently developed ion mobility (IM) methods add dimension to conventional chromatography

separation, allowing the stereoisomers that cannot be separated by liquid chromatography (LC) to be identified .

Mass spectrometry is used in various fields of marine sciences today, including marine proteomics , metabolomics 

, lipidomics , marine toxicology , ecology studies , and others. The introduction of modern mass-spectrometric

approaches has greatly contributed to the development of metabolomics as a transdisciplinary science that aims at the

qualitative and quantitative determination of the whole metabolite pool of organisms. Although no single analytical method

exists that can determine all members of the metabolome simultaneously, MS-based metabolomics has been successfully

applied to analyze a wide range of compounds from various sources. In recent years, MS-based metabolomics has

emerged as a useful tool in natural product research. In addition to metabolic fingerprinting, two approaches used in

metabolomics studies can be distinguished . The first, metabolic profiling, focuses on the analysis of structure-related

metabolites or metabolites related to a specific metabolic pathway. Such an approach provides information on the

chemical composition of extracts or fractions and allows for the dereplication of known bioactive compounds and detection

of new compounds as well as the evaluation of the their isolation possibility . The metabolome-oriented approach aims

to detect differences in metabolic profiles that occur in response to stress, disease, changing environmental conditions, or

other influences in comparative experiments.

Metabolomic studies of marine organisms is a field that uses a variety of modern approaches, including MS, NMR

methods, and hyphenated techniques . 

2. Overview of MS-Based Metabolomic Workflows in the Analysis of
Starfish and Sea Cucumber Bioactive Compounds

In terms of workflow, a typical MS-based metabolomic one involves the stages of sample collection, extraction,

fractionation and/or purification, measurement, identification, and analysis of the results (Figure 1). The analytical

protocols used in MS-based marine metabolomics have several important differences from those used to analyze the

metabolites of terrestrial animals and plants . This section discusses the characteristic features of MS-based

metabolomic approaches in the context of starfish and sea cucumber bioactive compounds, including steps of sample

preparation, acquisition, and analysis.

Figure 1. Main research stages in MS-based metabolomics studies of starfish and sea cucumber bioactive compounds.
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2.1. Sample Preparation

The sample preparation stage, which comprises sample collection and extraction, is the most important in metabolomics

research. Most of the studied starfish and sea cucumbers are collected from the coastal area manually or by SCUBA

divers, or, if the depth exceeds 30 m, by bottom trawling. The main difficulties encountered in the collection of

echinoderms are related to accessibility and their limited quantity. Many starfish and sea cucumbers are common species

found in coastal areas where collection is unproblematic, while others occur in restricted or inaccessible geographic areas

or in limited populations. Certain sea cucumber species, such as Apostichopus japonicus and Holothuria scabra, are

aquaculture species, making their collection much simpler than the collection of wild specimens. In contrast to terrestrial

ecosystems, when collecting marine samples the depth, salinity, and oxygen concentration of the water must be

considered in addition to general factors such as temperature and light. A specimen’s location, physiological state, sex,

and season can have a great metabolic influence. Difficulties are often caused by significant distances between the

collection site and the laboratory, which requires more complicated logistics and specific sample preparation protocols.

Stress caused by handling induces responses in animals at the biochemical level  and can cause sea cucumber

evisceration, the expulsion of the internal organs from the body . To avoid such changes, as well as metabolomic

changes resulting from enzymatic turnover during transportation or sample processing, it is highly recommended to

quench the metabolism rapidly . There are protocols designed for quenching, including flash-freezing using liquid

nitrogen or dry ice, lyophilization, and freeze-drying; however, some of these are difficult to implement when animals are

collected in the wild. Therefore, in most cases researchers use alternative protocols such as freezing or direct extraction

with organic solvents .

The collected sample material must be processed to extract the metabolites of interest and remove salts and impurities.

Extractions with organic solvents are commonly used for this purpose. Due to the high chemical diversity of metabolites,

there is no single solvent capable of capturing all the required compounds without related impurities and contaminants.

Generally, polar and semi-polar metabolites such as triterpene glycosides, asterosaponins, and gangliosides are

preferentially extracted with hydro-alcoholic solutions, while lipid, sterol, terpene, and other non-polar compound

extraction can be achieved with hydrophobic solvents (chloroform, hexane) or liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) by Folch’s 

and Bligh and Dyer’s  methods. Extraction with methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE)  can be used for the recovery of both

polar and non-polar metabolites into separate fractions. In addition, the selected extraction protocols and solvents must be

related to the analytical methods used.

It should be noted that most starfish and sea cucumber extracts contain significant amounts of salts, even if a non-polar

solvent is used for extraction. Such samples are incompatible with analytical techniques such as mass spectrometry and

NMR because of the effect of salts on analytical performance. For example, the presence of a small concentration of NaCl

can cause the appearance of unexpected adducts at ESI MS, while larger concentrations can suppress analyte ionization

and lead to salt crystal deposits in the ion source and the capillary, which can cause the instrument malfunction. MALDI

MS is more tolerant to salt impurities and can be used for preliminary screening of extracts without additional purification.

Desalting of marine extracts typically involves column chromatography (CC), liquid–liquid extraction, and solid-phase

extraction (SPE).

Another problem can be the presence of lipid impurities and/or proteins in samples of polar secondary metabolites. For

example, when extracting starfish polar steroid compounds or sea cucumber triterpene glycosides the crude hydro-

alcoholic extracts may contain a large concentration of phospholipids, which can complicate chromatographic separations

and suppress the ionization of the target analytes. If lipid compounds are not included in the target pool, additional

purification of the extract can improve both LC separation and MS identification of target analytes. In order to remove such

interfering compounds, column chromatography with Amberlite XAD-4, Sephadex LH-60, or other sorbents, LLE or SPE is

usually used. In order to simplify the analysis of extremely complex extracts and obtain a mixture containing only

structure-related metabolites of interest, fractionation using column chromatography, flash chromatography, or HPLC is

used.

The choice of extraction solvent and purification methods affects the efficiency of the sample preparation stage. The use

of unsuitable solvents and extraction methods can result in quantitatively and qualitatively incomplete extraction, while the

use of suboptimal purification or fractionation procedures can lead to loss of the target metabolites. To the best, there are

no published studies comparing the effectiveness of the most commonly used sample preparation protocols for the

analysis of starfish and sea cucumber bioactive compounds.
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2.2. Data Acquisition

Structural elucidation of starfish and sea cucumber bioactive compounds remains a difficult task due to the great diversity

of these compounds and the complexity of the analyzed mixtures. Usually, these compounds form very complicated

mixtures which are difficult to separate into pure compounds by chromatography. In the past, the application of chemical

methods was required in order to identify the structure of such compounds. In particular, acid hydrolysis was used to

recognize steroid and triterpene glycoside structures. While this approach allowed the partial characterization of aglycon

structures and the determination of qualitative and quantitative monosaccharide composition, the destruction of native

aglycon was frequent.

For a long time, electron ionization (EI) was the only possible mass spectrometry technique. Rashkes et al. carried out

mass spectrometry research on six polyhydroxysteroid compounds and glycosides isolated from the Far Eastern starfish

Patiria pectinifera and determined the characteristic fragmentation pattern of starfish polyhydroxysteroid under EI

conditions . EI and GC-EI MS were widely used for the determination of structures of aglycones and oligosaccharide

chains of asterosaponins and triterpene glycosides after hydrolysis of glycosides and chemical derivatization of

monosaccharides . GC coupled with EI MS remains one of the most suitable metabolomic techniques for analyzing the

wide range of volatile, semi-volatile non-polar compounds and derivatized polar metabolites. Electron impact ionization

results in highly reproducible fragmentation patterns that can be used for identification by database search along with

retention times indexes.

The application of fast atom bombardment (FAB) MS allows for analysis of the more polar and unstable compounds.

Introduced in 1983, FAB has been successfully used for the determination of the structures of starfish steroid glycosides

and sea cucumber triterpene glycosides as well as cerebrosides and gangliosides, which could not be analyzed by EI MS

. FAB mass spectra of starfish and sea cucumber glycosides can show molecular ions as well as fragmentation

products, providing information about molecular formulae, the presence and location of sulfate groups, the structures of

carbohydrate chains, and aglycon. Collision-induced dissociation (CID) experiments can provide additional structural

information on the structural features of aglycon, the quantity and type of monosaccharides attached to aglycon, and their

location.

Electrospray ionization (ESI) and Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) have significantly expanded the

possibilities of mass spectrometry for the analysis of natural products. ESI has had an enormous impact on the analysis of

polar and non-volatile molecules as well as large biomolecules. In contrast to electron ionization, in-source fragmentation

under ESI conditions is practically unrealized; tandem MS methods are used to initiate the fragmentation of these ions.

ESI mass spectrometry is currently the most common ionization technique; it has been widely used for the

characterization of natural compounds, including steroid and triterpene glycosides, polar lipids, and other compounds from

purified starfish and sea cucumber extracts. MALDI MS is another efficient method for the analysis of natural compounds.

The necessity of using matrices and the presence of matrix ion peaks at spectra in the low mass range are drawbacks;

however, due to its high sensitivity, high speed of analysis, and tolerance to inorganic salts impurities, MALDI MS is widely

used for rapid screening and chemical characterization of complex mixtures. Recent advances in analytical techniques,

including high-resolution time-of-flight (TOF), Fourier transform (FT), and Orbitrap mass analyzers have high scan speeds

along with extended dynamic range and sensitivity, allowing for the development of hybrid instruments and new ionization

interfaces such as nanoelectrospray (nanoESI) and heated electrospray ionization (HESI) and leading to the

establishment of high-throughput protocols for the analysis of the most complex mixtures of natural compounds. The

development of hyphenated techniques combining liquid chromatography or gas chromatography with mass spectrometry

(LC-MS or GC-MS) makes allows for straightforward analysis of the compounds present in complicated extracts.

2.3. Data Analysis

Data analysis is the next important stage of MS-based research. Generally, the processing of data obtained using

chromatography-MS methods has included the steps of identifying m/z signals, chromatographic peak detection, filtering,

alignment, and identification . Many freely available (XCMS , MZmine 2 , OpenMS , and MS-DIAL ) and

commercial software tools are currently available for the processing of LC-MS and GC-MS data. While the processing of

GC-MS data is well-established and relatively simple, the results are usually limited to known compounds presented in

databases. LC-MS is a more versatile method, covering broad chemistries and sensitivity ranges, although it produces

more complex data. Due to the lower resolution and reproducibility of LC separation and the presence of adduct, isotope,

fragment, and contamination peaks in ESI spectra, LC-MS data processing is much more difficult.

In certain cases, special approaches are useful for data processing. In order to process MS profiling data, methods based

on scanning neutral losses, characteristic fragments, and an in-house library for rapid screening of the compounds of
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interest are often used. For example, the construction of ion chromatograms for negative fragment ions at m/z 96.96 can

be used for detecting sulfated compounds like asterosaponins and sulfated triterpene glycosides, and cerebrosides can

be detected according to the neutral loss fragments of 180 Da .

Similar to common metabolomic studies, metabolite identification is a current bottleneck in the analysis of starfish and sea

cucumber metabolites. Chromatography-MS-based analysis can result in a huge number of peaks that are extremely

difficult to identify. Even when analyzing well-studied organisms, only small percentages of the data collected in a typical

LC-MS experiment can be matched to known molecules . The chemical composition of starfish and sea cucumbers

remains poorly investigated and the percentage of identified compounds can be extremely low. According to

Metabolomics Standards Initiative recommendations, high identification confidence can be obtained by comparing an

accurate high-resolution monoisotopic mass, MS/MS spectra, and retention times with data from an authentic chemical

standard . However, the available libraries of certified standards do not cover the entire scope of biochemical diversity,

especially in the area of marine bioactive compounds. Although only putative annotation is possible without matching

experimental data to data for authentic chemical standards , the availability of comprehensive open-access databases

is extremely important for the successful application of mass spectrometry to the analysis of complex mixtures of natural

compounds. Existing databases cover various natural compounds , and several databases, such as the GNPS

database , MassBank , Metlin , the Human Metabolome Database , and MassBank of North America

(https://mona.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu, accessed on 1 April 2022) include MS/MS spectra of natural compounds from different

sources. Databases such as the Dictionary of Marine Natural Products (https://dmnp.chemnetbase.com, accessed on 1

April 2022) and MarinLit (https://marinlit.rsc.org, accessed on 1 April 2022) include structural information, and the NMR

and UV spectra of marine-derived compounds, although MS and MS/MS data on marine natural compounds in all existing

databases is extremely limited. There are currently no databases covering taxonomic, structural, and experimental mass

spectrometry data on bioactive metabolites of marine echinoderms.

Moreover, unlike peptides, oligosaccharides, and lipids, the MS fragmentation of most secondary metabolites is less

studied due to the vast structural variability, and the de novo identification of metabolites by MS/MS spectra is very

difficult. Several computational approaches based on machine learning or quantum chemistry calculations have been

proposed for the in silico generation of MS/MS spectra or the prediction of structural features of compounds based on the

experimental MS/MS spectra . The molecular networking approach is based on the clustering of detected

compounds by the similarity of their MS/MS spectra and allows for the annotation of related metabolites . Using models

for the in silico prediction of LC retention times can help to improve the reliability of identification in metabolomics analysis

. However, despite the recent advances in computational approaches, the currently used algorithms need to be

significantly improved before effective identification and structural elucidation of marine bioactive compounds is possible.

Along with the huge degree of structural variability, these issues limit the application of MS for annotation, dereplication,

and structural elucidation in studies of metabolites from marine organisms.
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